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Abstract
In this paper, we study the project staffing problem with discrete time/resource trade-offs
to minimise the personnel staffing budget. This staffing problem embeds activity scheduling
flexibility by incorporating the project scheduling problem into the personnel staffing problem
to improve the quality of the staffing plan. In addition, we introduce extra demand scheduling
flexibility resulting from the design of alternative execution modes for the activities, modelled
via discrete time/resource trade-offs. In this way, the project manager is able to decide on
the team size and duration for every activity. We propose a two-stage methodology to first
design specific alternative activity modes using heuristic rules-of-thumb and subsequently
we assess the resulting quality, i.e. the staffing cost, via the integrated composition of the
project schedule and associated staffing plan. The heuristic mode generation rules determine
the selection of a limited set of relevant activities and modes. The computational results
show that the impact of these heuristic generation rules on the staffing budget is dependent
on the defined relation between different activity alternatives for a particular activity and
on the estimated characteristics of the activity base modes. We show that by focusing on a
particular well-chosen subset of activity alternatives or on a particular subset of activities,
high-quality solutions realising most of the potential cost improvements resulting from the
discrete time/resource trade-offs can be derived with a reduced effort.
Keywords Project scheduling · Personnel staffing · Discrete time/resource trade-offs ·
Mode generation
1 Introduction
There are many different sectors and industries dealing with projects for which the activities
are carried out by personnel resources. The project manager typically needs to schedule the
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project activities and compose a duty roster for the personnel taking calendar constraints into
account. The activity demand and resource supply should be matched as best as possible
for reasons of efficiency and effectivity. In order to determine the required number and mix
of resources, i.e. the project staffing budget, different researchers suggest to integrate the
project scheduling problem and the personnel scheduling problem (Alfares and Bailey 1997;
Maenhout and Vanhoucke 2016). The objective of the project staffing problem is to minimise
the staffing cost to finish the project before its deadline. This incorporation of activity planning
in staff scheduling problems improves the budget accuracy and creates scheduling flexibility.
On the one hand, resource calendar constraints are considered when scheduling activities.
On the other hand, the timing of the project activities is taken into account when constructing
the days-off patterns for the personnel resources and determining the required staffing budget
(Maenhout and Vanhoucke 2016).
Many researchers have investigated a resource-constrained project scheduling problem
with discrete time/resource trade-offs on the activity level (Weglarz et al. 2011). This activ-
ity flexibility implies that multiple efficient activity alternatives, called modes, have been
designed in advance to execute a single activity. The project manager has to select an activity
mode to decide on the duration of the activity and the team size assigned to the activity.
In this research, we investigate the impact of the decisions made in the mode generation
process, related to the amount and the characteristics of the alternative execution modes, on
the project staffing budget. To that purpose, we propose a two-step procedure where the first
step comprises the generation of a specific set of activity alternatives according to different
heuristic mode generation rules. These rules define the selection of a limited set of activities
and of alternative modes with specific characteristics. The appropriateness of these rules is
explored in connection to the project and activity characteristics, i.e. the base mode charac-
teristics and the relationship between different modes for an activity, which may be inherent
to a specific project and outside the control of the project manager. In the second step of the
proposed procedure, we solve the integrated project and personnel staffing problem with a
given set of modes to assess the project staffing cost. When analysing these solutions, the
trade-off between the cost benefits and the effort of creating activity alternatives is quan-
tified by means of different performance measures. In the computational experiments, we
provide a benchmark with the single (base) mode instances and instances with a large set of
modes and show that by focusing on a particular well-chosen subset of activity alternatives
or on a particular subset of activities, most of the potential cost improvements can already
be obtained with a reduced effort to define these additional modes and to obtain an optimal
staffing plan and project schedule. In this way, this study gives insight into how the included
activity flexibility impacts the personnel staffing cost.
This problem setting is relevant in many industries (e.g. consultancy sector, construction
sector, software development sector, etc.). In these scheduling problems, the duration of
the task is influenced by the number of assigned personnel members, which may not be
continuously available (Xiao et al. 2013). Another example is the personnel staffing in nuclear
plants after a disruption has arisen. Different manipulations (activities) have to be executed
in order to resolve the disruption within a certain deadline. When starting up the contingency
plan, a trade-off is made between the number of required workers and the duration of the
activity. The workers are scheduled over the planning horizon and assigned to particular
manipulations. In this context, it is extremely useful to have the knowledge in advance
on the impact of additional demand flexibility to lower the staffing costs without actually
designing all possible modes. This knowledge relates to the appropriate number and the type
of additional modes.
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The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the relevant literature. Section 3
explains the details of the mode generation and project staffing problem. Section 4 presents
the proposed two-step solution procedure, together with different performance measures to
evaluate the effort of generating alternative modes. The impact of the proposed mode and
activity selection rules on the staffing budget is discussed in Sect. 5. The conclusion and
directions for future research are presented in Sect. 6.
2 Literature review
In this section, we first discuss the literature related to scheduling problems that include
activity flexibility. Second, related studies that integrate project scheduling and personnel
staffing are discussed.
2.1 Activity flexibility in project and production scheduling
In the literature, different problem types are discussed related to the scheduling of
project activities executed by resources where precedence relations exists between activ-
ities (Hartmann and Briskorn 2010). Weglarz et al. (2011) provides an extensive review
of resource-constrained project scheduling problems with multiple modes. In the discrete
time/resource trade-off problem (DTRTP), the duration of an activity is dependent on the
number of allocated (renewable) resources, resulting in multiple execution modes for each
activity (Demeulemeester et al. 2000). When the resource is non-renewable, the discrete
time/cost trade-off problem (DTCTP) is formed where activity durations can be decreased at
the expense of a crashing cost (De et al. 1995). The combination of the two previous schedul-
ing problems, which considers both renewable and non-renewable resources, embodies the
multi-mode resource-constrained project scheduling problem (MRCPSP) (Sprecher et al.
1997). Other problems in the literature with alternative execution modes do not consider
a fixed resource demand during the activity execution, e.g. the project scheduling problem
with work-content constraints (Fündeling and Trautmann 2010) or the RCPSP with flex-
ible resource profiles (FRCPSP) (Naber and Kolisch 2014). In production planning and
machine scheduling, the term controllable processing times is used to indicate that a job can
be executed in different ways [cf. the overview papers of Shabtay and Steiner (2007) and
Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan (2015)]. Note that in project planning discrete values for
the processing times are assumed, whereas this is not the case in the production planning
literature.
An overview of different relations between the different alternative execution possibil-
ities in both the domains of project scheduling and production scheduling is provided in
Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan (2015). In project scheduling, different mode relationships
have been applied for the generation of test data. The PSPLib dataset, generated using ProGen,
defines either a linear relation between the activity duration and the resource requirements or
randomly draws a fixed resource requirement, independent of the duration for each resource
for the MRCPSP (Kolisch et al. 1995; Kolisch and Sprecher 1997). The RanGen project
generator, developed by Demeulemeester et al. (2003), models random, linear, concave and
convex relationships between the resource demand and the duration of the modes for the
DTRTP/DTCTP. For the DTRTP, Demeulemeester et al. (2000) employ a constant work
content, i.e. the resource demand times the duration, to generate modes based on a specified
duration. The duration of the base mode is calculated as the square root of the work content,
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rounded to the closest integer. The corresponding resource demand is calculated as the work
content divided by the calculated duration of the base mode. In the mode generation pro-
cess, the focus lies on generating alternative modes in the neighbourhood of the base mode
via gradually increasing or decreasing the duration. Fündeling and Trautmann (2010) and
Ranjbar and Kianfar (2010) also use the work content to generate different execution modes
for the FRCPSP and MRCPSP, respectively. Ranjbar and Kianfar (2010) define four types
of feasible work profiles (smooth, non-increasing, non-decreasing or triangular) according
to which an activity can be executed.
In the literature, a constant work content is assumed to generate multiple activity execution
alternatives for the DTRTP. However, there are some papers postulating that the team size
may have an effect on the work content. On the one hand, large teams can lead to productivity
losses due to increased communication and psychological effort, together with social loafing
(Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan 2015; Walter and Zimmermann 2016). On the other hand,
small teams may incur a lack of know-how that may also lead to a higher work content
(Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan 2015). Hericˇko et al. (2008) focus on teams in the software
development industry and propose a parabolic relation which takes the software size, the
development effort and the team size into account. Lanigan (1994) considers the communi-
cation effort between people, together with the effort to understand the tasks and subtasks
when assigning more people to an activity.
The impact of including multiple activity execution possibilities is rarely investigated in
the literature. Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan (2014) investigate the impact of controllable
processing times on the makespan, which is a regular measure of performance (French 1982).
Under- and overcoverage of employees is penalised, taking the efficiency loss of small and
large teams into account. When reviewing the relation between processing times and number
of assigned employees, Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan (2014) calculate the productivity
of each mode for a specific relation, calling the modes with the largest productivity rate
the productive points. In their analysis, they conclude that the productive points cannot be
determined in a multi-mode setting, where the execution mode should be decided by the
decision maker (Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan 2015).
For the DTRTP, Vanhoucke and Debels (2008) showed that changing the assumption
of a fixed activity duration to a fixed activity work content considering multiple activity
alternatives can lead to a significant decrease in makespan and a huge increase in the resource
utilisation. In a computational study, Demeulemeester et al. (2000) varied the number of
modes to analyse the impact of the proposed branch-and-bound on the CPU time and the
number of instances solved to optimality given a certain time limit.
2.2 Integrated project and personnel scheduling
Although different papers in the project scheduling literature consider staff assignments
(see e.g. Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan 2014; Van Den Eeckhout et al. 2019), only a few
studies incorporate a project scheduling problem into a personnel scheduling problem to
determine the minimum project staffing budget, which is a non-regular measure of perfor-
mance. Alfares and Bailey (1997) and Alfares et al. (1999) were the first to integrate the
personnel staffing problem and the project scheduling problem and solve a cyclic days-off
planning problem using integer programming for single- and multi-skill workers while min-
imising the project makespan and the personnel budget. Maenhout and Vanhoucke (2016)
propose a dedicated branch-and-price procedure to integrate the single-mode project schedul-
ing problem and the acyclic days-off personnel scheduling problem. They show the value of
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integrating project scheduling and personnel scheduling compared to a sequential approach.
For the same problem, Maenhout and Vanhoucke (2017) investigated the impact of the flexi-
bility to schedule personnel resources on the staffing budget. More specifically, they discuss
the trade-off between the different objective function components and the impact of differ-
ent kinds of personnel flexibility, i.e. the impact of the type of resource and the constraints
imposed on the days-off patterns.
Van Den Eeckhout et al. (2019) include activity flexibility via discrete time/resource
trade-offs in the project scheduling problem. The objective is to minimise the staffing budget
by composing an acyclic personnel schedule for regular workers and temporary workers,
determining the activity start times and the activity execution modes. They propose an iterated
local search heuristic thriving on different activity- and personnel-based decomposition local
search strategies. For the same problem definition, Van Den Eeckhout et al. (2020) propose an
exact branch-and-price procedure, which models the project variables via column variables
in the master problem and further decomposes the search space by defining multiple tactical
subproblems with a stipulated workforce size. Note that Van Den Eeckhout et al. (2019,
2020) focus solely on the development of a solution procedure to solve the integrated project
and personnel scheduling problem for a given set of randomly generated modes. In this paper,
we incorporate the mode generation decision in the problem definition to specify the number
and the type of modes that should be considered to compose the project staffing budget.
We propose different heuristic rules to generate modes in a controlled manner and provide
managerial insight into the impact of (the type of) activity flexibility.
3 Problem definition andmathematical formulation
3.1 Problem definition
The problem under study comprises the strategic project staffing problem that integrates
the project scheduling problem and the personnel staffing problem to postulate an accurate
staffing budget (Van Den Eeckhout et al. 2020). The personnel staffing plan results from the
composition of a baseline personnel roster that covers the resource demand. This demand
for staff is determined by the scheduling of the project activities for a single project over the
time horizon. Moreover, we introduce some additional demand scheduling flexibility as the
different activities may be performed according to several execution modes, characterised by
a particular duration and resource requirement, resulting from discrete time/resource trade-
offs. The allowed demand flexibility is modelled in the project planning phase via the mode
generation decision, which defines the number and characteristics of alternative modes. In
this paper, we consider both the mode generation decision and the project staffing problem
to specify an appropriate set of activity execution modes to minimise the staffing budget.
Figure 1 illustrates the context and the different decisions to be taken, which are explained
in detail below. In this figure, the mode generation decision is exemplified for activity 1.
Mode generation decision
During the project planning phase, project management traditionally relies on the work break-
down structure to specify work packages, the set of activities and the network topology of the
underlying project. A project network in activity-on-the-node (AoN) format is illustrated in
Fig. 1. This networks consists of a set of nodes, representing the activities, and a set of pairs,
representing the direct precedence relations between activities. For each individual activity,
the duration and resource requirements are estimated (Tausworthe 1986). We assume that
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Fig. 1 Graphical illustration of the problem definition
each activity has a standard execution mode, which is referred to as the base mode. The set
of activities include the dummy start and dummy end activity, which have a zero duration
and a zero resource usage.
In this planning phase, demand flexibility can be defined via the mode generation decision.
In this decision, we design specific alternative execution modes for one or multiple activi-
ties. Each execution mode is characterised by a fixed duration (e.g. days), a constant resource
requirement and a work content, which equals the duration multiplied by the resource require-
ment and embodies the total number of resources required to process the activity. We assume
that there is only one renewable resource, i.e. man units, and the alternative activity modes
are modelled via discrete time/resource trade-offs. All personnel resources are characterised
by the same skill level and are homogeneous. The activity durations are dependent upon the
discrete amount of personnel resources assigned to the tasks. The activities can be accom-
plished in shorter or longer durations by increasing or decreasing the team size assigned to
a task. The relationship between the duration and the assigned number of resources may
be piece-wise linear or convex. As a result, the associated relationship between the work
content of an activity and the resource demand per time unit may be a constant, increasing
or decreasing relation. We therefore acknowledge that the team size may impact the produc-
tivity to complete the task (Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan 2015). Large teams suffer from
productivity losses due to increased communication and psychological effort, while small
teams may incur a lack of know-how (Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan 2015; Walter and
Zimmermann 2016). Both situations result in a larger work content to complete the activity.
In this way, the relationship between the duration and resource requirement can be modelled
by a mathematical function.
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Theoretically, the set of possible alternative execution modes is a denumerable set. Increas-
ing the additional demand flexibility will improve the staffing cost. However, incrementing
the number of modes will increase the effort to design these additional modes and may
impact the computational effort to obtain an optimal staffing plan and project schedule. In
this way, the problem comprises a trade-off between, on the one hand, the resulting solution
quality of the obtained personnel staffing plan and, on the other hand, the effort related to the
mode generation decision and to the construction of the staffing plan. In order to model the
demand flexibility, two decisions are required to define a restricted set of alternative execution
modes, i.e. the number and the characteristics of the alternative execution modes that are
additionally generated. This set may depend upon the mode relationship and the base mode
characteristics of the activities. Note that only efficient modes are introduced to decrease the
staffing budget, which are non-dominated execution alternatives in terms of both duration and
resource requirement. All modes that are dominated by another already generated execution
alternative are removed and not considered.
Integrated personnel staffing and project scheduling
In order to devise a staffing plan, we integrate the project scheduling problem and the person-
nel staffing problem, i.e. the demand generated by the scheduling of the project activities is
modelled as an endogenous variable in the staff planning problem (Van Den Eeckhout et al.
2020). The objective is to minimise the personnel staffing budget determined by the number
of required resources to execute the project. The staffing plan is accurately constructed by
composing a baseline personnel roster, which gives insight into the required personnel size
and mix, i.e. the number regular and/or temporary personnel resources. The regular workers
are hired for the entire planning horizon, whereas the temporary workers are hired for a single
day. The baseline roster takes calendar or time-related scheduling constraints into account
that are imposed on the individual schedules of the regular workers. The staffing demand
originates from the planning of activities related to a single project. The project schedule
determines the required number of resources per time unit to carry out the scheduled activi-
ties by making a decision on the mode assignment and the start time of an activity.
3.2 Mathematical problem formulation
In order to present a mathematical formulation of the problem under study, we decompose
and reformulate the original problem formulation of Van Den Eeckhout et al. (2019), which
uses the original activity start time and mode assignment variables, by means of the Dantzig–
Wolfe decomposition. This reformulation gives rise to an integer master program with column
variables (Barnhart et al. 1998; Vanderbeck 2000), i.e., workload pattern variables and per-
sonnel pattern variables. The workload pattern variables represent a project schedule and
define the activity start times and the execution mode assignments. The personnel pattern
variables represent lines-of-duty for regular personnel members and define the sequential
assignment to working days and days off over the time horizon. The feasibility of these
column variables regarding to a set of constraints is implicitly defined. The master problem
integrates the personnel staffing problem and the project scheduling problem by composing
the staffing plan with minimum cost and selecting an adequate project schedule. The mode
generation decision impacts the feasibility of the project schedules and is modelled implicitly
in the definition of the workload pattern variables.
Sets
N The set of activities in the project network (index i = 0, . . . , n+1 with activity 0 (n+1)
representing the dummy start (end) activity)
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A The set of pairs (i, j) representing the direct precedence relationships in the project
network
Mi The set of execution modes for activity i
K The set of feasible workload patterns (index k)
T The set of time periods in the project time horizon (index t)
L The set of unit time periods over which the personnel schedule is evaluated (index l)
Tl The set of time periods in unit time period l (index t)
J The set of feasible personnel patterns (index j)
Personnel staffing parameters
cRG The cost associated with hiring a regular worker for a single day
c j The cost associated with schedule j assigned to a regular worker (= cRG × |T |)
cTP The cost associated with hiring a temporary resource unit
a jt 1, if personnel schedule j stipulates a working day for time period t , 0 otherwise
wmin The minimum number of working days in a unit time period l
wmax The maximum number of working days in a unit time period l
nmin The minimum number of consecutive working days
nmax The maximum number of consecutive working days
f min The minimum number of consecutive days off
f max The maximum number of consecutive days off
Project scheduling parameters
skt The staffing requirements of workload pattern k on day t
δn+1 The project deadline (with δn+1 = |T |)
dim The duration of activity i executed in mode m
rim The required number of man units per time period to carry out activity i in mode m
zkimt 1, if activity i , executed according to mode m, starts at the beginning of time period t
according to project schedule k; 0, otherwise
Decision variables
x j The number of regular workers assigned to personnel pattern j
ot The number of temporary personnel time units to be hired on time period t
pk 1, if workload pattern k is selected; 0, otherwise
M¯i The set of considered modes for activity i (index m) (M¯i ⊆ Mi )
Master problem formulation
Minimise Z =
∑
j∈J
c j x j +
∑
t∈T
cTP ot (1)
Subject to
∑
j∈J
a jt x j + ot −
∑
k∈K
skt pk ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T (2)
∑
k∈K
pk = 1 (3)
x j ≥ 0 and integer ∀ j ∈ J
ot ≥ 0 and integer ∀t ∈ T
pk ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ K (4)
The objective of this personnel staffing problem (Eq. 1) minimises the total personnel cost
to carry out a project and decides on the required number of regular and temporary workers.
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These decisions are respectively presented by the pattern variable x j ( j ∈ J ) and the variable
ot (t ∈ T ). Regular workers are hired at a cost c j = cRG × |T | for the entire time horizon.
The temporary workers are hired on a day-by-day basis at a cost equal to cTP per single time
period.
Constraint (2) embodies the staffing requirements for each time unit. This constraint
links the project scheduling problem and the personnel staffing problem and the respective
decision variables. The staffing requirements skt per time unit t , associated with the selected
project schedule k, should be covered by regular and/or temporary personnel members via the
composition of a suitable baseline personnel roster. The parameter skt represents the amount
of man units required at time t for carrying out the set of activities that are in progress
associated with project schedule k and stems from the start time and mode assignments to the
activities. This constraint ensures that all scheduled activities can be carried out. Note that
regular workers can only carry out project activities at time t if they are assigned to a working
day (a jt = 1). Equation (3) states that only one project schedule can be selected. The non-
negativity and integrality conditions on the project and personnel schedule decision variables
are stated in Eq. (4). Note that the personnel scheduling constraints and project scheduling
constraints are implicitly imbedded in the definition of the set of feasible personnel schedules
J and the set of feasible project schedules K , which is explained below.
The set of feasible personnel schedules J
Regular workers are assigned to individual acyclic days-off schedules spanning the entire time
horizon T . An individual personnel schedule j ∈ J is a sequence of days on (a jt = 1) and
days off (a jt = 0) assignments for each day t in the time horizon. The set of feasible personnel
schedules J consists of all schedules for which the following time-related constraints are
satisfied:
∑
t∈Tl
a jt ≥ wmin ∀l ∈ L (5)
∑
t∈Tl
a jt ≤ wmax ∀l ∈ L (6)
t+nmin−1∑
t∗=t
a j t∗ − nmin a jt (1 − a j,t−1) ≥ 0 ∀t ∈
{
2, . . . , |T | − (nmin − 1)} (7)
t+nmax∑
t∗=t
a j t∗ ≤ nmax ∀t ∈
{
1, . . . , |T | − nmax} (8)
t+ f min−1∑
t∗=t
(
1 − a jt∗
) − f min a j,t−1 (1 − a jt ) ≥ 0 ∀t ∈
{
2, . . . , |T | − ( f min − 1)} (9)
t+ f max∑
t∗=t
(1 − a jt∗) ≤ f max ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , |T | − f max} (10)
a jt binary ∀ j ∈ J ,∀t ∈ T (11)
The time horizon T is divided into a set of unit time periods l ∈ L with length |Tl |. The
counter constraints (5) and (6) restrict respectively the minimum wmin and maximum wmax
number of working days in such a unit time period. The sequence constraints (7)–(10) impact
consecutive assignments. Constraints (7) and (8) indicate the minimum and maximum number
of consecutive working days. Constraints (9) and (10) impose the minimum and maximum
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number of consecutive days off. These constraints restrict the availability of regular workers
over the time horizon. Constraint (11) embodies the binary conditions.
The set of feasible project schedules K
A project schedule k ∈ K results from the assignment of a start time t and a particular
execution mode m to each activity i (zkimt = 1). Note that as a result of the mode generation
decision (cf. Sect. 3.1) a restricted set of specific execution modes M¯i is considered. The set
of feasible project schedules K consists of all schedules for which the following constraints
are satisfied:
∑
m∈M¯i
∑
t∈T
zkimt = 1 ∀i ∈ N (12)
∑
m∈M¯i
∑
t∈T
t zk jmt −
∑
m∈M¯ j
∑
t∈T
(t + dim) zkimt ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A (13)
∑
m∈M¯i
∑
t∈T
t zk(n+1)mt ≤ δn+1 (14)
∑
i∈N
∑
m∈M¯i
t∑
t∗=max(0,t−dim+1)
rim zkimt∗ = skt ∀t ∈ T (15)
zkimt binary ∀i ∈ N ,∀m ∈ M¯i ,∀t ∈ T (16)
Equation (12) assigns exactly one mode, characterised by a discrete duration dim and
a discrete demand rim for personnel resources, and one start time to each activity. This
equation implies that activities are scheduled without preemption. Constraint (13) represents
the direct finish-start precedence relations with time lag zero, which stipulates that an activity
cannot start before all its predecessors are finished. Constraint (14) stipulates the project
deadline constraint, i.e. the dummy end activity n + 1 should finish before δn+1. Equation
(15) calculates the daily staffing requirements skt by summing the workload of all active
activities at time t . Constraint (16) stipulates the domain of the variables zkimt .
4 Solutionmethodology
In order to solve this integrated mode generation and project staffing problem, we propose
a two-stage methodology to first design specific activity alternative modes using a heuristic
rule-of-thumb and subsequently we assess empirically the resulting quality, i.e. the staffing
cost, via the integrated composition of the staffing plan and the project schedule. The heuristic
rules-of-thumb for mode generation determine the number and the type of activity execution
alternatives generated. In this paper, we study the performance of different types of mode and
activity selection rules, according to which additional modes are generated taking the project
and activity characteristics into account (Sect. 4.1). The project and activity characteristics
studied in this paper entail (i) the (distribution of the) base mode (bm) characteristics related
to the set of activities of the project and (ii) the type of mathematical mode relationship,
defining the alternative execution modes on the activity level. Taking these activity and project
characteristics into account, we present different mode and activity selection strategies (4.2),
i.e. we determine adequate bounds on the activity characteristics of the alternative execution
modes, mode selection rules to create a restricted subset of modes with specific activity
characteristics and activity selection rules to specify the set of activities, which benefits the
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Fig. 2 Solution methodology
most from the introduction of activity flexibility. Based upon the selected set of modes,
the project staffing budget is composed via solving the integrated personnel staffing and
project scheduling problem using an exact algorithm. In this way, the devised selection
rules are evaluated thriving on empirical experimentation. The impact of a certain (set of)
activity alternative(s) is accurately assessed based on the resulting project staffing cost, the
marginal cost improvements of increasing the activity flexibility and the required effort in
both decision stages (Sect. 4.3). The results of the heuristic selection rules are compared to
two benchmark solutions, i.e. a benchmark solution that considers only the base mode and a
benchmark solution that considers all eligible additional modes. An overview of the solution
methodology is provided in Fig. 2.
4.1 Project and activity characteristics
The mode generation decision is based on the base mode characteristics (Sect. 4.1.1) and the
mode relationship between execution alternatives of an activity (Sect. 4.1.2). These charac-
teristics determine the embedded scheduling flexibility of the base mode and the potential of
alternative execution modes to decrease the staffing cost.
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4.1.1 Base mode characteristics
Each activity has a standard or base execution mode, characterised by a certain work content,
duration and resource requirement. In this section, we discuss two factors related to the
base mode characteristics of an activity that impact the activity scheduling flexibility and
associated improvement potential of generating additional modes for that activity. The first
factor concerns the relevant activity characteristics of the base modes. The second factor
is related to the distribution of these activity characteristics over the set of activities of the
project under study. The base mode characteristics can be set to an arbitrary value based on
the experience of the project manager for a specific case study or may be generated in an
artificial and controlled manner based on a particular probability distribution to devise a wide
range of problem settings leading to some general findings.
Generation of activity characteristics
For each activity, three activity characteristics for the base mode of activity i should be defined,
i.e. the duration dbmi , the resource demand r
bm
i and the work content wc
bm
i . When generating
these characteristics, dependencies should be taken into account as wcbmi = dbmi × rbmi .
Distribution of activity characteristics
A project is characterised by the way the base mode characteristics of the different activities
are related to each other. Projects can contain a higher or a lower number of activities with a
smaller or a larger duration and/or resource demand, which can be modelled by an appropriate
distribution. In this perspective, we consider two types of distributions to model the activity
durations and resource demands, i.e.
– The uniform distribution draws a value from an interval [min, max] in a uniform
random manner and is applied by the well-known project generators of Kolisch et al.
(1995) and Demeulemeester et al. (2003). This distribution assumes that each duration
and resource demand value is represented proportionally in the project network.
– The triangular distribution draws a random value according to three parameters: the
minimum a, the maximum b and the mode c, which defines the triangular distribution
to be skewed to the left, symmetric or skewed to the right. The mode c can be varied to
include a larger number of activities with a base mode characterised by a shorter (longer)
duration and/or base modes with a lower (higher) resource demand by setting c < a+b2
(c > a+b2 ). Vanhoucke (2010) has applied this distribution to simulate activity durations
in project scheduling.
4.1.2 Mode relationship
To further define the activity flexibility, we postulate different mode relationships for which
the impact of different team sizes on the work content of an activity is defined based on a
mathematical relation.
The relationship between the number of allocated resources and the work content of
an activity has been defined in the literature according to different mathematical equations
(Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan 2015). In this research, we assume that different curves with
respect to the work content can occur within one mode relation, related to the positioning of
the base mode. A mode relation is represented by M R f1, f2 , implying that when ri < rbmi
relation f1 is applied, whereas relation f2 is applied when ri > rbmi . These functions f1
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Fig. 3 Graphical representations of the mathematical relations with rbmi = 4
and f2 to calculate the duration of an activity based on the number of allocated personnel
members, are defined by Eq. (17) (Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan 2015).
di =
⌈
dbmi ·
(
rbmi
ri
)q⌉
(17)
The parameter q is dependent on the specific mode relation and is respectively = 1, < 1
and > 1 designating a constant, increasing and decreasing work content. Based upon this
formula, we distinguish the following mathematical mode relationships, which are illustrated
in Fig. 3 showing the work content wci as a function of the number of allocated resources ri :
– M Rcte,cte: This relation assumes no communication overhead nor lack of expertise when
more or less persons are assigned to an activity and therefore the work content is constant
(cte).
– M Rcte,incr : This relation states that communication overhead is incurred when more
personnel resources are assigned compared to the base mode (ri > rbmi ), resulting in an
increase in the work content (incr ). When less resources are assigned compared to the
base mode (ri < rbmi ) or the base mode is assigned (ri = rbmi ), the work content remains
constant (cte).
– M Rdecr,cte: This relation states that a lack of expertise and/or knowledge occurs when
less personnel resources are assigned compared to the base mode (ri < rbmi ). Therefore,
the work content decreases (decr ) when more personnel resources are assigned, until
r = rbmi . When ri > rbmi , we assume that the work content remains constant (cte).
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– M Rdecr,incr : The base mode is the most efficient mode in terms of work content. When
less personnel resources are assigned (ri < rbmi ), the work content increases due to lack
of expertise. When more personnel resources are assigned (ri > rbmi ), the work content
increases due to communication overhead.
Based on the definition of discrete time/resource trade-offs in the problem formulation
and Eq. (17), the number of efficient modes is bounded for each mode relation. On the one
hand, when the resource demand is decreased, at some point the duration of the activity may
exceed the project deadline. On the other hand, when the resource demand is increased, the
duration may be at some point equal to one, i.e. the minimum duration.
4.2 Heuristic mode selection rules
In order to define the demand flexibility, decisions are required related to the definition of
the selected set of activities, for which flexibility is introduced, and of the restricted set of
designed execution modes M¯i ⊆ Mi , i.e. the number and the characteristics of the alternative
execution modes. To that purpose, we devise different heuristic mode selection rules thriving
on three different selection mechanisms, i.e. (i) a bounding mechanism, which ensures that
only modes are considered for which the activity characteristics lie within certain bounds
(Sect. 4.2.1); (ii) the mode selection mechanism, which selects specific alternative modes
for an activity based upon the mode relationship and the characteristics of the base mode
(Sect. 4.2.2); and (iii) the activity selection mechanism, which focuses on the inclusion of
alternatives only for specific activities (Sect. 4.2.3).
4.2.1 Boundingmechanism
Modes with a high duration/resource demand can be generated since the actual start times
interval (not known a priori in the project planning phase) or the maximum resource availabil-
ity (unknown due to the strategic problem definition) are not taken into account in the mode
generation step. However, these modes will not be considered because of the reduced project
scheduling flexibility and the—frequently resulting—higher staffing cost when implemented.
When imposing bounds on the activity characteristics, we assume that the characteristics of
the additional execution alternatives range within a restricted interval, i.e. [dmini , dmaxi ] for
the activity duration and [rmini , rmaxi ] for the resource demand. Since we assume that the
base mode is always eligible for selection, these bounds have to comply with the intervals
[dbm,mini , dbm,maxi ] and [rbm,mini , rbm,maxi ] based upon which the base modes are generated.
4.2.2 Mode selection mechanism based on the activity characteristics
Different mode selection strategies (M SS) are proposed to define the restricted set of activ-
ity alternatives M¯i . The parameter |M¯i |max specifies the maximum number of alternatives
included in this limited set. Note that the base mode is always included in M¯i to preserve
feasibility regarding the start time intervals. These mode selection strategies draw an efficient
mode m out of the set of modes that are not considered yet (Mi \ M¯i ) according to a criterion
which may be independent or dependent on the base mode.
– m ∈ Mi\ M¯ i : A random alternative for activity i is included.
– minm∈Mi\ M¯ i r i,m: The mode with the smallest resource demand is included assuming
that modes with a low resource demand will lead to the steepest cost decrease.
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Fig. 4 The definition of activity
clusters relevant for activity
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– maxm∈Mi\ M¯ i r i,m: The mode with the largest resource demand is included assuming that
modes with a low duration will lead to the steepest cost decrease.
– minm∈Mi\ M¯ i |r i bm − r i,m|: A mode with a similar resource demand to the base mode
is added, assuming the extra modes should be in line with the base mode.
– maxm∈Mi\M¯ i |ri bm − r i,m|: A mode with a dissimilar resource demand compared to the
base mode is added, stating that the alternatives should be different from the base mode.
4.2.3 Activity selection mechanism
The activity characteristics of the base modes and the topology of the project network may
influence the scheduling flexibility and improvement potential such that the addition of alter-
native modes for specific activities is more or less desired. Therefore, we investigate if
particular subsets of activities with a low or high inherent scheduling flexibility benefit from
introducing alternative modes. These subsets are defined according to the following charac-
teristics:
– The activity characteristics of the base mode (dbmi and rbmi ) have an influence on the
scheduling flexibility. In general, activities with a smaller duration or a smaller resource
demand have a higher scheduling flexibility. Based on these characteristics, four clusters
are defined as indicated in Fig. 4. Alternatives are only included for those activities for
which the base mode lies in the selected cluster(s).
– The float or slack of an activity corresponds with the width of the start time interval of
an activity when only the base mode is included. This interval indicates how much an
activity can be shifted in time and clearly represents the inherent scheduling flexibility.
Note that this is not a pure activity characteristic since schedule information—and, thus
the topology of the project network amongst others—is also taken into account.
4.3 Benchmarks and performancemeasures
The performance measures are primarily related to the staffing cost, denoted as Cost, that
results from the inclusion of a limited set of alternatives and is calculated via Eq. (1). In order
to accurately assess a heuristic mode selection rule, we calculate the project staffing budget
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by solving the integrated project scheduling and personnel staffing problem using the exact
solution procedure of Van Den Eeckhout et al. (2020), for which Fig. 2 summarises briefly the
different steps in this procedure. Due to the large number of personnel and workload pattern
variables in the problem formulation (Eqs. 1–4), the problem is solved via a branch-and-price
procedure, which is a branch-and-bound method in which columns may be added to the LP
relaxation at each node of the search tree. The procedure thrives upon the LP relaxation of
the formulation of the strategic problem to define smaller (tactical) problems with a known
staffing composition and branching rules to drive a fractional solution to integrality. Using
this methodology, we compute the benchmarks and performance measures explained below.
Benchmarks
Since the staffing cost will always improve when additional activity alternatives are included,
not only the absolute improvements but also the marginal improvements and the effort to
generate the alternative modes should be taken into account. As a result, we compare the
devised heuristic mode generation rules with the following benchmarks:
– Costsm : The staffing cost of the single mode instances that consider only the base mode,
to verify the benefits of the incorporation of discrete time/resource trade-offs.
– Costall : The staffing cost resulting from the inclusion of all efficient activity alternatives,
to verify if the modes are adequately selected by the mode generation rules.
Performance measures
In our analysis, we consider the following absolute and relative performance measures:
– The cost improvements, denoted as Gains, can be calculated in an absolute manner, i.e.
Gainsabs = Costsm − Cost , or in a relative manner, i.e. Gains% = Gainsabs/Costsm .
For analysing the impact of the activity alternatives, we compare the obtained gains
for a certain set of activity alternatives to the maximum benefits, i.e. %Gainstot =
Gainsabs/Gainstot with Gainstot = Costsm − Costall .
– The marginal cost improvements can be highlighted from the perspective of the activity
or the mode, i.e.
– The gains-per-activity (G P A) indicates the improvements related to the number of
activities for which alternative modes are introduced. This measure assumes that only
generating the first alternative for an activity takes effort. The effort to create extra
alternatives for that activity is negligible. Hence, this measure is calculated as the
gains (Gainsabs) relative to the number of activities for which additional modes are
generated (#Ae), i.e. G P A = Gainsabs# Ae .
– The gains-per-mode (G P M) indicates the improvements related to the total number
of additional modes generated. This measure states that each additional mode created
takes as much effort. Based on the obtained cost decrease (Gainsabs) and the number
of extra modes (#Me = ∑ni=1(|M¯i | − 1)), G P M = Gainsabs#Me .
– The effort of introducing activity flexibility is related to the alternative modes (#Me, #Ae)
defined via the mode generation decision and the computational effort, i.e. the CPU time
(C PU ), to compose the staffing budget using the exact procedure of Van Den Eeckhout
et al. (2020).
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5 Computational results
In this section, we validate the performance of the proposed mode generation rules. The
test data is described in Sect. 5.1. Section 5.2 provides insight into suitable heuristic mode
and activity selection rules for mode relationships defined by a mathematical relation. The
algorithm was coded in C++ with the use of Gurobi 7.5. All tests were performed on an Intel
Core E5-2660v3 processor with 2.6 Ghz
5.1 Dataset design
In this research, we aim to devise general findings that are widely applicable and derive
nuances in the conclusions based upon the characteristics of the generated instances. There-
fore, we create a large synthetic dataset in a controlled manner. In the following paragraphs,
we describe the personnel information (Sect. 5.1.1) and the project and activity characteristics
(Sect. 5.1.2) to characterise the input for the problem under study.
5.1.1 Personnel staffing and scheduling information
Based on real-life observations (Campbell 2012), the cost of temporary workers is set twice
as high as the cost for regular personnel, i.e. cRG = 2 and cTP = 4. This setting has also been
applied in the literature. Maenhout and Vanhoucke (2017) showed that this cost setting leads
to a balanced and realistic trade-off. The parameter values of the time-related constraints
are set at common values encountered in real-life and the literature (Van den Bergh et al.
2013), i.e. regular personnel should work exactly five days in a unit time period of 7 days
(wmin = wmax = 5, |Tl | = 7); regular personnel should be assigned to minimum two and
maximum six consecutive days-on (nmin = 2, nmax = 6); and regular personnel should be
assigned to at most two consecutive days off ( f min = 1 and f max = 2).
5.1.2 Project and activity characteristics
Network topology
We consider the multi-mode PSPLib dataset (Kolisch and Sprecher 1997) to obtain different
network topologies for the problem instances, which have been devised based upon different
complexity indicators using the ProGen network generator. For computational reasons, we
limit the experiments to the dataset with ten activities, resulting in 536 problem instances in
order to explore a wide test design. Note that similar experiments have been conducted on a
small set of instances with 30 instances, which have lead to the same conclusions in a much
larger CPU time.
Activity characteristics
The generation of the base mode activity characteristics is performed in accordance with
the project generators ProGen (Kolisch et al. 1995) and RanGen (Demeulemeester et al.
2003). A duration dbmi for the base mode of each activity i is defined between a minimum
duration dbm,mini equal to 1 and a maximum duration d
bm,max
i equal to 10 together with a
resource demand rbmi for the base mode between a minimum demand r
bm,min
i equal to 1 and
a maximum demand rbm,maxi equal to 10. In order to define the characteristics of alternative
modes, we apply Eq. (17), which has been derived by Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan (2014)
based on real-life projects. In order to represent the communication effort, the parameter q
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is set to 0.5, modelling an increasing work content when ri > rbmi . The lack of expertise
is specified by setting the parameter q to 2, designating a decreasing work content when
ri < r
bm
i . These values for q are postulated by Fernandez-Viagas and Framinan (2014). A
constant work content is obtained by setting q = 1, resulting in the equivalence of Eq. (17)
to the formula applied in Demeulemeester et al. (2000) for the DTRTP.
Project deadline
Since the idea is to assess the value of introducing project flexibility on the activity level, the
project deadline is based on the single-mode problem given the base modes and the corre-
sponding critical path length. Based on this deadline δn+1, the earliest (e f ti ) and latest finish
time (l f ti ) of an activity i can be calculated by applying forward and backward calculations.
5.2 Impact activity flexibility defined by amathematical mode relationship
In Sect. 5.2.1, we analyse the impact of the project and activity characteristics, i.e. the
base mode characteristics and the defined mathematical mode relationship, on the potential
cost improvements resulting from the embedded activity flexibility by providing the relevant
benchmark solutions. Section 5.2.2 discusses the performance of the proposed mode selection
rules.
5.2.1 Impact of project and activity characteristics
To analyse the impact of the project and activity characteristics, we consider different dis-
tributions that characterise the duration and the resource demand of the base modes of the
project activities and different mathematical relationships between the alternative modes of
the activities. In order to provide an unambiguous view on the potential cost improvements,
we analyse the benchmark performance for (1) the single-mode instances that consider solely
the base modes of the activities and (2) multi-mode instances that consider all efficient modes
for the activities given a particular mode relationship.
Table 1 displays the results related to the staffing costs for these benchmarks for different
project and activity characteristics. The left column in Table 1 displays the distribution of
the duration (superscript d) and the resource demand (superscript r ) of the base modes of
the project activities. The labels U and T R indicate whether these activities are distributed
in a uniform manner or according to the triangular distribution. We varied the mode c of
the triangular distribution to investigate the impact of a higher number of activities with a
small (c = 3), medium (c = 5) or large (c = 7) duration and/or resource demand. For the
single-mode instances, we display the absolute cost (Costsm). For the multi-mode instances
that consider all efficient modes, we display the relative cost improvements (Gains%) for
the different mathematical mode relationships discussed in Sect. 4.1.2. Tables 2 and 3 are
composed in a similar manner and give insight into the effort to generate alternative modes
and the computational effort to solve the integrated project and personnel scheduling problem
to optimality by displaying the number of alternative modes (#Me) and the CPU time (in
seconds), respectively. Average values (AVG) are calculated for each mode relationship and
base mode distribution. For each column, the maximum and minimum value for each metric
are indicated in bold or are underlined, respectively.
Impact on the staffing cost
Table 1 shows that the cost improvements resulting from the introduction of alternative
execution modes are impacted by the characteristics of the base modes. This activity flexibility
is most useful in projects with activities for which the base modes are characterised in a diverse
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manner as the largest improvements are observed for the distribution U(1, 10)d –U(1, 10)r .
The improvement averaged over the different mode relationships amounts to 4.48%. The
results related to the triangular distributions show that primarily projects characterised by
base modes with a lower work content (TR(1, 10, 3)d–TR(1, 10, 3)r ), which have a higher
inherent scheduling flexibility, benefit from activity flexibility. In this way, the relative gains
are the lowest for the triangular distribution TR(1, 10, 7)d–TR(1, 10, 7)r . This implies that
activity flexibility is less useful for projects consisting of activities with a larger base duration
and resource demand. This can be explained as follows. On the one hand, the inherent trade-
off between the duration and resource demand for different execution alternatives of an
activity plays a role. Selecting a mode with a lower duration or resource demand will further
increase the—already large—resource demand or the duration respectively, reducing the
attractiveness of these alternatives. On the other hand, the larger deadline for these instances,
which is calculated based on the base mode durations, enables a larger scheduling flexibility
in the single-mode scenario for the non-critical activities.
The mode relationship M Rcte,cte, which assumes a constant work content for alternative
modes, embodies the largest improvements, i.e. 5.15% averaged over all base mode distribu-
tions. Introducing activity flexibility has the smallest impact for the relationship M Rdecr ,incr ,
which postulates the base mode as the most efficient mode in terms of work content. How-
ever, the obtained cost improvements for M Rdecr ,incr , ranging between 1.12 and 2.15%, do
show that generating and scheduling alternative modes with a higher work content may turn
out to be beneficial. When only communication overhead is taken into account (M Rcte,incr ),
we observe that, compared to M Rcte,cte, the relative cost improvements drop from 5.15 to
2.37%. When only the lack of expertise is present (M Rdecr ,cte), there is only a slight decrease
in the cost improvements compared to M Rcte,cte, from 5.15 to 5.05%.
These results can be explained as follows. In general, for all mode relationships, we
observe that most of the alternative modes with a smaller resource demand than the base
mode (ri < rbmi ) and thus a higher duration are not included in a high-quality solution as a
result of the propagated pruning of the modes based on the start time intervals (i.e. a mode m
for activity i can be pruned when dim > (l f ti − esti )) and the imposed deadline constraint.
The likelihood of using these generated modes is smaller compared to modes with a larger
resource demand (ri > rbmi ) and a smaller duration. This explains that there is only a small
cost difference between the relationships M Rcte,cte and M Rdecr ,cte, regardless of the larger
work content for modes with smaller team sizes (ri < rbmi ) in the relationship M Rdecr ,cte.
This small cost difference is due to the fact that the remaining modes with ri < rbmi , which are
not pruned, are less attractive and may increase the staffing cost when scheduled because of the
larger work content resulting from the lack of expertise. For M Rcte,incr , the attractiveness
of scheduling the modes with ri > rbmi also diminishes because of the higher associated
work content such that modes will often be selected in the neighbourhood of the base mode.
This limited adopted activity flexibility explains the large gap with M Rcte,cte. We can thus
conclude that communication overhead due to a larger team size has a larger negative impact
on the potential cost improvements resulting from introducing activity alternatives.
Impact on the effort
Table 2 reveals that the number of considered activity alternatives is the largest when the base
mode characteristics of the activities are modelled according to the triangular distribution
(TR(1, 10, 7)d –TR(1, 10, 7)r ), closely followed by the uniform distribution (U(1, 10)d–
U(1, 10)r ). The results related to the triangular distribution show that the number of efficient
modes increases for projects characterised by base modes with a higher work content (higher
duration and resource demand). Note, however, that this increased number of considered
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modes #Me, does not lead per definition to larger cost improvements. E.g. the cost improve-
ments are the lowest for the triangular distribution TR(1, 10, 7)d–TR(1, 10, 7)r , although
the number of efficient modes is the largest.
Furthermore, the largest number of efficient modes is obviously present for the mode
relationship M Rcte,cte, which assumes a constant work content for the different modes.
The other relationships consider for some modes a higher work content, which decreases
the number of efficient modes. The number of alternative modes is thus the lowest for the
relationship M Rdecr ,incr .
Table 3 shows that the single mode instances are solved very efficiently. The CPU time
increases when alternative activity modes are considered. This CPU time, as a measure for
the problem complexity, is determined by the mode relationship and the number of activity
alternatives (#Me). The mode relationships M Rcte,cte and M Rdecr ,cte lead to significantly
higher CPU times, although the number of modes considered is more or less comparable for
all mode relationships. For a particular mode relationship, we observe a higher CPU time
when a larger number of modes is considered.
5.2.2 Performance of the mode generation rules
This section gives insights into the performance of the proposed heuristic mode selection rules
and activity selection mechanisms, making the trade-off between the cost improvements and
the effort. In this perspective, we discuss the bounds on the activity characteristics to generate
modes, the selection of modes for an activity and the selection of activities for which extra
modes are preferably added. Note that the uniform distribution is applied to characterise the
activity duration and resource demand of the base mode to draw unambiguous conclusions.
(i) Bounding on the activity characteristics
In order to get insight into the characteristics of useful activity execution alternatives, we
impose bounds on the maximum values of the activity characteristics. Table 4 displays differ-
ent settings related to the maximum duration dmax and the maximum resource demand rmax .
The first line shows the results when all efficient modes are incorporated (i.e. no bounds).
The other lines show different bound settings for the activity characteristics. These bounds
are tested in a full factorial setting with many different parameter values, but for brevity, only
the most interesting ones are displayed.
Table 4 shows that limiting dmax and rmax to 10 leads to the best results for each mode
relation not only in terms of the effort, indicated by #Me and the CPU time, but also in terms
of the relative cost improvements G P M . This leads to the conclusion that the bounds for the
alternative modes should not be set wider than the bounds of the base mode. Although the
number of modes (#Me) decreases significantly for all mode relationships as a result from
setting these bounds (e.g. #Me decreases from 53.80 to 28.07 for M Rcte,cte), 89.52–96.82%
of the gains (%Gainstot ) are retained for the different mode relationships. This shows that
including large values for the activity characteristics is not desired, not even for M Rcte,cte
for which the work content of alternative modes is fixed. This is due to the limited scheduling
flexibility of these modes (e.g. a too large resource requirement) or the pruning of modes with
a too long duration based on the start time intervals. Moreover, alternative optimal solutions
can exist without these modes or these modes with very large characteristic values may be
only relevant for specific problem instances e.g. with a larger deadline, such that the average
effect of tightening the bounds on the activity characteristics is very small.
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Table 4 Results for different bound settings on the mode activity characteristics
dmax rmax Cost C PU Gainsabs %Gainstot (%) #Me G P M
M Rcte,cte δn+1 – 793.39 36.60 54.20 100.00 53.80 1.01
15 10 796.86 12.03 51.27 94.58 30.31 1.69
10 15 794.62 23.15 53.50 98.71 36.63 1.46
10 10 797.12 14.92 51.01 94.11 28.07 1.82
M Rcte,incr δn+1 – 821.52 7.23 26.61 100.00 50.60 0.53
15 10 822.69 4.04 25.43 95.58 23.90 1.06
10 15 823.74 4.88 24.39 91.66 27.27 0.89
10 10 824.31 3.93 23.82 89.52 21.63 1.10
M Rdecr ,cte δn+1 – 795.17 40.11 52.96 100.00 49.8 1.06
10 15 795.91 23.42 52.21 98.59 33.0 1.58
10 10 799.30 12.78 48.83 92.20 24.5 2.00
M Rdecr ,incr δn+1 – 829.93 8.84 18.20 100.00 54.60 0.33
10 15 829.97 5.90 18.16 99.75 23.47 0.77
10 10 830.50 4.71 17.62 96.82 18.04 0.98
For M Rcte,cte, M Rdecr ,cte and M Rdecr ,incr , we observe that bounding dmaxi to 10 does
not have a large impact. A larger impact on the cost improvements is observed for these mode
relationships when diminishing rmaxi from 15 to 10. This confirms the conclusion made in
Sect. 5.2.1, i.e. excluding modes with a larger duration than the base mode has not a large
impact on the staffing cost.
For the relationship M Rcte,incr , the largest impact on the cost improvements is observed
when the duration dmaxi is bounded to 10. Accordingly, modes will be selected with—on the
average—a lower duration and, hence, a larger resource requirement. Due to the definition
of this mode relationship M Rcte,incr , the work content of the selected modes may increase
when ri > rbmi and a relatively larger number of resources may be required, which explains
the larger impact on the cost improvements.
(ii) Mode selection based on the activity characteristics
In order to analyse the impact of the different mode selection strategies, we set dmax and rmax
equal to 10, according to the best performing bound settings. In this way, the mode selection
strategies become more relevant as inferior modes are not eligible for selection. Table 5
presents the results for the different mode selection strategies (M SS) and the maximum
number of modes considered for an activity (|M¯i |max) to investigate the impact of the type
and number of activity alternatives included. As a benchmark, the first line denotes the
situation where all efficient modes are considered, generated according to the stipulated
bounded interval. Note that only the results for the relationship M Rcte,cte are displayed,
since the results for the other mode relations are similar.
Table 5 reveals that including only a single alternative on top of the base mode, i.e. |M¯|max
= 2, leads to the best performance in terms of the effort, indicated by the number of generated
alternatives (#Me) and the CPU time (C PU ), and in terms of the relative cost improvements
(G P M) for all mode selection strategies. Adding a higher number of alternative modes
further improves the absolute cost (Cost) but not at the same rate.
When analysing the different mode selection strategies, the strategy that adds a mode
based on a dissimilar resource demand (maxm∈Mi \M¯i |rbmi − ri,m |) leads to the best results,
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obtaining 94.89% of the possible gains when |M¯ |max = 2. For this best performing strategy,
99.47% of the total gains are obtained when |M¯ |max = 4, stipulating that by including
three well selected alternatives, almost all benefits resulting from activity flexibility can be
obtained. However, this cost improvement from 94.89 to 99.47% reduces the G P M from
5.53 to 2.26. Note that the rule that selects an alternative mode with the highest resource
demand also leads to satisfactory results. Other rules perform significantly worse when only
one mode has been selected, e.g. when one random alternative is included for each activity
(|M¯ |max = 2), only 81.96% of the total improvements are realised. The strategies selecting
modes with the minimum resource demand (and thus the highest duration) or with a resource
demand similar to the base mode are performing worse because of the limited additional
project scheduling flexibility offered by the included modes.
Furthermore, when an inferior selection strategy is utilised according to which a larger
number of alternative modes (|M¯ |max = 3 or 4) is generated, the performance may still be
worse in comparison to the best strategy for which only one additional mode has been gen-
erated (|M¯ |max = 2). This highlights the value of the proper selection of a single alternative
based on the activity characteristics rather than increasing the number of modes.
(iii) Activity selection mechanisms
In this section, we analyse the impact of including modes for a specific subset of activities
defined by the inherent scheduling flexibility, which is influenced by the base mode char-
acteristics and the activity float (cf. Sect. 4.2.3). Based on the activity characteristics of the
base mode, we defined four clusters, i.e. Cluster I, II, III and IV. Table 6 displays the relevant
clusters for which activity alternatives are included designated by ‘x’. In total, 15 different
combinations of clusters are devised ranging from one cluster (line 1–4), two clusters (line
5–10), three clusters (line 11–14) and all clusters (line 15). The scheduling flexibility of
activities is further defined using the float factor based upon which the activities are grouped
into four classes, i.e. activities with no float (Float = 0), low float (Float ≤ 3), medium float
(Float ≤ 5) and all activities (Float ≤ δn+1). Table 6 displays the results for all 15 × 4 sets
of activities for which additional modes are included. Note that all efficient modes are added
for the selected set of activities. Only the results for the relationship M Rcte,cte are displayed,
since the results for the other mode relations are similar.
The results in Table 6 reveal that most of the cost improvements (%Gainstot ) can already
be obtained when focusing on a limited subset of the activities, i.e.
– Selection based on base mode characteristics—If all the activities (Float ≤ δn+1) from
one cluster are considered, %Gainstot ranges between 16.78 and 72.15%. One cluster
represents approximately 25% of the total number of activities resulting from the uniform
distribution, which has been utilised to generate the base mode characteristics. 72.15%
of the gains are obtained when considering alternative executions for all activities of
Cluster IV (high duration, low resource demand). For this specific cluster, the probabil-
ity of generating eligible alternative modes satisfying the start time intervals is higher
(since the duration of the generated activity alternatives will mostly be smaller) and the
corresponding resource demand of some generated modes can still be sufficiently small.
These results are confirmed by the G P A measure, which calculates the cost improve-
ments relative to the number of activities for which alternative modes are added. When
the activities of two clusters are considered the relative cost improvements vary between
48.37 and 89.76% and activities are preferably selected based on Cluster II and IV. Note
that generating additional modes for one specific cluster of activities may be more ben-
eficial than focusing on two clusters, clearly indicating the importance of an appropriate
selection.
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Table 6 Results for different activity selection mechanisms (M Rcte,cte)
%Gainstot G P A
Cluster Float value Float value
I II III IV = 0 (%) ≤ 3 (%) ≤ 5 (%) ≤ δn+1 (%) = 0 ≤ 3 ≤ 5 ≤ δn+1
x – – – 5.47 7.74 9.09 16.78 4.27 3.82 3.62 3.74
– x – – 22.17 27.85 29.19 36.24 9.09 8.86 8.32 8.04
– – x – 16.18 19.48 20.67 24.12 11.28 8.80 7.57 4.86
– – – x 61.00 67.52 68.98 72.15 23.80 20.73 19.48 15.81
x x – – 26.45 33.75 36.10 48.37 7.11 6.52 6.00 5.38
x – x – 20.78 25.85 27.98 38.24 7.65 6.09 5.34 4.05
x – – x 64.29 72.30 74.47 80.72 16.72 13.68 12.31 8.92
– x x – 36.42 43.19 45.33 54.02 9.40 8.06 7.27 5.71
– x – x 77.27 84.58 86.11 89.76 15.45 13.21 12.22 9.90
– – x x 71.06 78.51 80.47 84.57 17.78 14.35 12.83 8.88
x x x – 40.08 47.92 50.57 63.26 7.77 6.49 5.78 4.53
x x – x 79.71 87.74 89.65 94.77 12.68 10.41 9.38 6.99
x – x x 73.61 81.79 84.05 90.29 13.94 10.90 9.57 6.44
– x x x 86.39 92.83 94.32 97.90 13.42 10.77 9.65 6.98
x x x x 88.20 94.69 96.22 100.00 11.43 8.90 7.83 5.42
– Selection based on float factor—The categorisation of the activities based on the float
factor reveals that when only alternative modes are added for the activities with no float,
embodying 41.7% of the activities (#Ae = 4.17), already 88.20% of the possible benefits
are obtained. These benefits gradually increase when alternative modes are included for
activities with a higher float, whereas the G P A drops from 11.43 to 5.42. The computa-
tional effort increases from 10.38 (Float = 0) to 37.88 s (Float ≤ δn+1).
– Selection based on base mode characteristics and float factor—The G P A is the
highest (23.80) when only alternatives for activities of Cluster IV with no float are
considered, leading to 61.00% of the potential cost improvements (%Gainstot ). When
all activities of this cluster are considered (Float ≤ δn+1), the G P A drops to 15.81 while
the CPU time increases from 3.98 to 6.63 s and the benefits to 72.15%. A clever selection
of the subset of activities may increase the G P A to obtain a similar amount of benefits,
e.g. selecting all activities from Cluster III and IV without any float leads to a G P A of
17.78 and 71.06% of the benefits.
6 Conclusion and future research
In order to find the minimum project staffing budget, several researchers have integrated the
project scheduling problem and the personnel staffing problem. In this paper, we have found
that the project staffing cost can be decreased substantially by introducing alternative execu-
tion modes, derived via discrete time/resource trade-offs, as a result of the higher scheduling
flexibility. We devised several heuristic mode generation rules to define the number and type
of alternative execution modes. To assess these rules accurately, different performance mea-
sures related to the effort of creating the modes and of computing the resulting staffing cost
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were employed. The extent of the cost improvements depends on the specified mode relation-
ship between the different activity alternatives, the base mode characteristics of the activities
and the restricted set of generated modes defined by the mode and activity selection rules.
When the mode relation is defined by a mathematical relation, the largest improvements
are observed when the work content of alternative modes is constant. Mode relationships
characterised by communication overhead or lack of expertise, leading to a larger activity
work content due to respectively larger or smaller team sizes, reduces the potential cost
improvements when introducing execution alternatives.
Most of the cost improvements can be realised when focusing on a limited, well-selected
set of modes using appropriate mode and activity selection rules. An increased effort, i.e.
a higher number of execution modes generated, does not always lead to a lower staffing
cost. Modes should be selected with a dissimilar resource demand compared to the base
mode. Additional modes should be especially created for activities with a high duration and
a low resource demand and for activities for which there is no float in the base mode project
schedule.
There are different ways to extend this study in future research. First, we advocate to
integrate the mode generation decision in the solution procedure for solving the project
staffing problem. In this way, the mode generation decision will complicate the project
scheduling pricing problem that derives a feasible project schedule and the most suitable
mode based on dual information from the master problem. Hence, the activity alternatives
are not generated in advance but are devised internally during the optimisation search process
to better align the personnel resources with the activity resource demand. Second, the problem
definition can be extended by defining the concept of flexibility differently. Other types of
project scheduling flexibility (e.g. flexible project network structures) can be investigated.
The ultimate goal is to develop a decision support system that determines which type of
flexibility is introduced best to lower the project staffing cost with minimum effort.
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